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Abstract

Ontologies have become an important mechanism for
describing and exchanging data in the semantic web,
as well as in application areas such as bioinformatics or
health care. This paper addresses the problem of how
to efficiently store and query ontology instance data
using an RDBMS. Our approach automatically cre-
ates a schema-aware relational representation of the
ontology using generic mapping rules. Part of the
ontology reasoning, such as on subsumption relation-
ships, is done during schema-generation and also at
load-time of the instance data, so that query process-
ing becomes faster. We implemented our approach
in an OWL-mapping tool, called Genea, that can au-
tomatically create a compact relational schema and
load the instance data from a given ontology written
in OWL. We report on results from a quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of our approach as compared to
both schema-oblivious and schema-aware RDF stores
from the semantic web community. Genea was found
to be a generic and effective tool for ontology map-
ping. Because the generated schemas capture more
semantics, they allow for faster querying than previ-
ous approaches.

1 Introduction

Building the semantic web requires use of ontologies,
which describe the semantics of data and the knowl-
edge in a certain application field. Examples are the
bioinformatics or the health sector. One of the most
popular languages for specifying and instantiating on-
tologies is the Web Ontology Language (OWL) that
builds on top of RDF [23]. For example, the BioPAX
data exchange standard for metabolic pathways [2] is
a domain specific ontology that is written in OWL.
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Many research focuses on intensional queries that
allow to reason about the structure of an ontology and
to infer new facts. In this work, we assume the ontol-
ogy structure to be known and relatively fixed, such
as is the case with the BioPAX standard, and concen-
trate on extensional queries, that is queries retrieving
the instance data itself. We target application scenar-
ios such as an integrated web database for metabolic
pathways that imports data from several sources using
the BioPAX standard, and that can provide fast access
to the database via keyword searches, class hierarchy
browsing, and pathway visualisation [9].

There are several possibilities of storing and pro-
cessing ontology data. First of all, ontologies could be
stored natively as files without any database. But this
requires giving up, or reimplementing, all the services
information systems are used to, such as buffer man-
agement, transactions, or optimisation. For ontologies
written in OWL and hence using XML syntax, an-
other approach is to use XML databases. However,
this would restrict us to the syntax level and does not
capture the semantics of the ontology.

Another possibility is storing in relational
databases. If we want to store ontology instance
data in relational tables, we get all the advantages
including indexes and constraints for free. However,
the question is what an appropriate relational schema
for a given ontology should look like? In a schema-
oblivious representation, we could store all RDF
triples in a single ’triple table’, or we could shred the
OWL file into XML pieces and store them - which
again leaves us on the syntax level [4, 6].

We propose a schema-aware representation: Our
goal is to process and store data described by an on-
tology in a relational database in such a way that the
schema reflects the semantics given by the ontology.
We propose a specific way of doing this that results in
a compact, almost ’human readable’ schema, and ad-
ditionally, we show a way how to do this automatically.
Our main contributions are

• a set of mapping rules for translating ontolo-



gies written in OWL into a compact relational
database schema with index support,

• a two-phase process of schema creation and data
loading that uses logical inference during both
phases to automatically materialise substantial
parts of the ontology’s semantics in the relational
database,

• a prototypical implementation of a corresponding
OWL mapping tool, called Genea, and

• an experimental evaluation of the effectiveness
and performance of our approach as compared to
existing schema-oblivious (Sesame) and schema-
aware (DLDB) approaches [3, 13].

We investigate the feasibility and robustness of our
schema generation approach using different synthetic
and real-world ontologies. The main results are that
our approach leads to relational schemas that are
smaller (in terms of number of generated tables and
views) and contain more semantics (in terms of key
constraints and indexes) than comparable OWL and
RDF stores. Furthermore, the generated schema also
allows for significantly faster query processing and bet-
ter scalability with the ontology sizes than the existing
approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
In the next section, we give a brief overview of the
background of ontologies and approaches to store them
in relational databases, as well as related work. In Sec-
tion 3, we present our proposed set of mapping rules
and the loading process. The results of an experimen-
tal evaluation of our mapping rules are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2 Background

An ontology is a semantic data model that allows us
to describe entities (classes and properties) of the real-
world and how they relate. The formal semantics
of ontology languages such as OWL allow reasoning
about logical consequences of the described entities
and their relationships, i.e. facts not literally present
in the ontology, but entailed by the meaning. This
makes ontologies well-suited to capture the semantic
of emerging fields such as bioinformatics where con-
cepts are still evolving or data has to be integrated
from several sources.

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the W3C
standard of an ontology language for publishing and
sharing data using ontologies on the web (aka ’Seman-
tic Web’) [23]. OWL is an extension of the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [14] and is notated in
XML. It has three sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL,
and OWL Full. OWL Full has the most expressiveness
by allowing predicate logic expressions, but ontologies
written in OWL Full can be undecidable; OWL DL is
a sublanguage of OWL Full that is more restrictive as

it is based on description logics and as such is always
decidable; OWL Lite is the most restrictive one with
the least expressivity1. In the following, we will use
OWL DL and will refer to it shortly as OWL.

There are several possible mapping methods for
ontology instances written in OWL to a relational
schema. For example, as OWL is an extension of RDF
and is expressed in XML, every XML or RDF storing
system could be used such as, e.g., Sesame [3] or RDF-
Store [15]. Following the taxonomy of [22], there are
two main approaches for representing OWL and RDF
data in databases:

Schema-oblivious mapping. A schema-oblivious
representation stores both OWL class and in-
stance data in a single table. This can be done
in form of one large universal table in which each
row represents one instance of a class [6]. More
popular and flexible are however triple stores,
also called vertical table: A single table where
each record corresponds to an RDF triple of the
form (<subject-predicate-object>) [1, 15]. This
is the most flexible database schema for storing
OWL ontologies, which in addition allows files to
be easily parsed and loaded into the database.
However, many queries have to recursively search
the database. Queries that involve joins or
queries about the members of a class will be
particularly difficult, because there is no explicit
treatment of the class hierarchy.

Schema-aware mapping. Alternatively, we can
map the OWL schema information into cor-
responding tables and then load the instance
data into the appropriate tables [13, 7, 22]. The
common approach is to generate separate tables
per each class and each property. This however
leads to a huge number of tables. While simple
queries can yield fast response times, complex
queries that consider many properties may need
many join operations and thus can be very
expensive in terms of query time.

A schema-aware mapping promises the best query
performance, especially for more complex queries [22].
In [13], a variant of the schema-aware mapping is
presented that additionally to the class and property
tables captures subsumption hierarchies via dynamic
SQL views. Basically, for every super-class, a view is
generated that combines all sub-classes instances with
the instances of the super-class itself.

Note that the handling of subsumption relation-
ships is orthogonal to the mapping approach. With
load-time inference, we reason about the class-level
ontology meaning during the loading phase of instance
data into the database. This allows to materialise all

1For example, cardinality values allow only 0 or 1.



memberships of a given individual with explicit tu-
ples in the corresponding tables. The trade-offs are
increased loading times and increased storage require-
ments. On the other hand, query-time inference
leaves the inference of subsumption relationships to
queries. This however complicates query processing
which has to retrieve all instances of, e.g., a super-
class dynamically. We can combine both load-time
and query-time inference with both schema-oblivious
and schema-aware mappings. For example, [13] uses a
schema-aware mapping with query-time inference.

The aim of our Genea system is to support
read-dominent environments with solely extensional,
instance-level queries, such as an on-line web database
that is loaded and refreshed periodically from an ontol-
ogy file. Our main goal is hence to improve the perfor-
mance of extensional queries as much as possible; the
database creation step can be done offline and hence
become more complex. Consequently, we combine a
schema-aware mapping approach with load-time infer-
ence and class-membership materialisation. To further
improve query response times, our approach also cre-
ates the schema as compact as possible by utilising any
OWL cardinality constraints for reducing the number
of additional tables.

2.1 Related Work

As OWL is an extension of RDF and is expressed in
XML, in principle all XML or RDF/S storage mecha-
nisms can be used to store OWL. There are a number
of native XML databases available, such as Tamino
[17] or Natix [5]. Furthermore, all major relational
database vendors nowadays support storing of XML
data within their engine [12, 16, 11]. All these ap-
proaches concentrate on mapping and storing of plain
XML data; the higher-level semantics of OWL are not
considered, which makes reconstructing and querying
the meaning of the ontologies very difficult.

Example for RDF stores are Sesame [3] or RDFS-
tore [15]. Sesame is a prototype for storing and query-
ing RDF and RDFS (RDF Schema) [3]. The system is
developed in a modular way, offering an exchangeable
storing mechanism so that Sesame supports different
repositories or DBMS. Sesame can deal with OWL us-
ing a special OWL repository called OWLIM which
uses a simple triple storage. All those pure RDF and
XML storage approaches have the disadvantage that
they do not use the underlying semantics and that
they do not evaluate the OWL syntax. This compli-
cates queries and increases the amount of data to be
stored.

The approach most closely related to this work
is DLDB [13] which also presented a schema-aware
approach to store ontologies in relational databases.
DLDB generates a separate table for each class and
property, and also generates SQL views that represent
class hierarchies. There are two main differences be-

tween DLDB and Genea: Firstly, Genea materialises
subsumption relationships at load-time by generating
additional tuples in the corresponding class tables,
while DLDB relies on views that have to be evaluated
at query-time. Secondly, Genea captures the semantics
of OWL datatype and object properties by storing all
single-valued properties directly in the domain’s class
table(s) and by introducing explicit primary and for-
eign keys. DLDB in contrast generates one table per
each class and property.

Recently, [22] presented a performance study of
different schema-aware and schema-oblivious RDF/S
stores. This study concentrated on taxonomic RDF/S
queries, while the focus of our evaluation is on
database generation and extensional queries on prop-
erties and paths.

3 Schema-aware Mapping of OWL into
Relations

Our aim is to automatically generate a relational
schema that captures as much of the class-level se-
mantics as possible, and that efficiently supports ex-
tensional, instance-level queries. In general, we fol-
low a ‘standard’ schema-aware mapping approach that
generates separate tables for each class and property.
However, we go beyond this straight-forward mapping
in the way we materialise subsumption relationships
and how we map OWL property restrictions.

The rationale behind our approach is twofold: we
want to materialise as much instance data as possi-
ble at load-time instead of dynamically inferring it at
query-time; we also aim to reduce the number of ta-
bles, which will result in less joins for property-lookup
queries. Consequently, we rely on a reasoning tool
to pre-compute subsumption relationships during the
schema generation and additionally during the loading
of instance data into the schema. Such pre-processing
will slow down the loading process but has a very pos-
itive impact on the query performance (as we will see
in Section 4). It can be seen as a kind of materialized
inference.

We propose a set of rules for transforming an
OWL ontology into a pure relational database schema.
Please note that we explicitly do not use any object-
relational features for the schema generation; one fun-
damental design decision of the overall project was to
only rely on standard SQL capabilities [9]. This work
concentrates on OWL DL. Due to the limited space, we
will concentrate our discussion on the most important
and central OWL constructs used in the evaluation.
For a complete list of all OWL language constructs
and their mappings please refer to [10].

3.1 Basic Mapping Rules

In the following discussion, we will present the rules in
form of templates for an OWL ontology (prefix OWL)



and how they are mapped into the corresponding rela-
tional model (prefix RM). The relational primary keys
are underlined. We will further use examples from
the BioPAX level 1, version 1.4 ontology (shortly: the
BioPAX ontology) [2].

Rule 1: Simple Named Classes and Individuals

We map simple named OWL classes to separate rela-
tions, and individuals to rows in (one or more) rela-
tions. The new relation2 gets a primary key attribute
thing id that also refers to its super-class. The root of
this class relation hierarchy is the Thing relation that
centrally maps the URIs of instances to thing ids.

OWL: <owl:Class rdf:about="namespace#classname "/>

RM: Thing ( thing id INT, URI string UNIQUE )
classname ( thing id INT REFERENCES Thing )

As every individual is identified by an URI, the key
of the mapped relations could be the URI. However,
this naive approach would be quite inefficient with re-
gard to both storage and indexing as the URIs are text
values that can be quite long. Hence, we encode all in-
stance URIs into integer values which is also the stan-
dard approach taken by most other RFS/OWL stores
[3, 13].

Consequently, the Thing relation becomes the cen-
tral lookup place whenever queries filter for URIs.
For further space reduction, it could be split into two
parts – a namespace relation that encodes all names-
paces into IDs, and a thing relation with just the in-
stance name part of the URI and a foreign key to the
namespace table. There is however the usual trade-off
between space requirements and query performance,
as such a split would introduce an additional join
for many filtering queries. Hence we decided to keep
namespace and instance name together in the URI at-
tribute of the Thing relation.

All generated relations are automatically in-
dexed. We generate primary key constraints for each
relation as indicated by the underlined attributes in
our rules. Primary keys are automatically indexed by
all relational database systems. In the case of the cen-
tral Thing relation, we also explicitly index the URI at-
tribute (indicated by the UNIQUE keyword in Rule 1)
because it will be the central filter attribute for many
queries.

Rule 2: Inheritance

OWL allows defining inheritance in ontologies via the
construct rdfs:subClassOf3. We apply a standard
mapping for class hierarchies into relations by creating

2Whenever possible, we strive to use the class name as the
name for the mapped relation (cf. Rule 1). If however the name
of a class itself is not unique in the schema, we prefix it with
the corresponding namespace.

3Note that every class in OWL implicitly inherits from the
class Thing.

two separate relations corresponding to the superclass
and the subclass and by letting the key of the sub-
class relation become a foreign key to the parent class’
relation:

OWL: <owl:Class rdf:about="class2 ">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="class1 "/>

</owl:Class>

RM: class2 ( thing id INT REFERENCES class1 )

This approach requires individuals, that are mem-
bers of the subclass, to be inserted at load-time into
several relations: into the subclass plus all parent re-
lations. It however makes it unnecessary to create and
query additional views in order to represent the parent
classes. This design is in favour of taxonomic queries
on the class hierarchy, while queries that also exam-
ine attributes from superclasses may require additional
joins.

Rule 3: Simple Datatype Properties

Datatype properties define relationships between indi-
viduals of classes and data values. Each property has
a name, a domain and a range4. It specifies that indi-
viduals must be members of the domain class if they
are related to data values of the range. By default, a
datatype property in OWL is multi-valued5. We map
those multi-valued datatype properties into separate
relations which have two attributes: a value attribute
storing the property values, and a reference attribute
as a foreign key to the relation representing the class
to which individuals that have this datatype property
must belong.

OWL: <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="propertyname ">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="class "/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="RDF range "/>

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

RM: propertyname (
class id INT REFERENCES class ,
value map(RDF range) )

The straight-forward approach is to define a com-
posite primary key over both attributes. However, the
value attributes are often text values without length
restriction, and only few databases can handle primary
keys over those values. Genea offers two options: It
can map such text properties to a VARCHAR which
has a implementation-dependent maximum length, or
it can introduce an additional attribute called seq id
as an automatically generated integer value, and in-
clude this into the composite primary key. In any case,
we explicitly index also the value attribute beside the
composite primary key index.

4A property can have several domains and ranges, in which
case we will generate separate tables of corresponding structures.

5Single-valued properties can be expressed using cardinality
constraints, which are explained later.



The range of a datatype property corresponds to the
database data domain; it can be a plain (untyped) or
typed literal. A typed literal is an instance of a XML
Schema datatype (XSD) class and the OWL specifica-
tion includes a list of suggested datatype classes from
the XSD definition. For these datatype classes, it is
possible to provide translations into the datatypes of
a concrete database. The OWL specification does not
define the class of plain literals, so we always map those
values as text. As the datatypes vary from database
to database, each database should have its own trans-
lator for the datatype classes. The invocation of the
map() function in above’s rule represents this datatype
translation step.

Rule 4: Simple Object Properties

Object properties define relations between individuals
of two classes. Similar to datatype properties, object
properties have a domain and a range, only that the
range can now be any owl:Class in OWL DL6. By
default, object properties define binary, many-to-many
relationships between the domain and the range.

We apply the standard mapping to transform a
binary many-to-many relationship into a relational
schema by creating a new relation for the relation-
ship. The new relation contains two foreign keys to
the relation of the domain class and to the relation of
the range class, respectively. We refer to the first at-
tribute which has the foreign key to the domain table,
as reference attribute, and to the other one as value
attribute.

OWL: <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="objpropertyname ">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="class "/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="class2 "/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>

RM: objpropertyname (
class id INT REFERENCES class ,
class2 id INT REFERENCES class2 )

This rule implies that whenever several properties
are defined for the same range and domain, each prop-
erty is mapped to a separate relation. Again, we ex-
plicitly index both attributes as well as create a com-
posite primary key index.

3.2 Mapping Example

The following is a cut-out from the BioPAX ontology
that demonstrates all OWL constructs we have dis-
cussed so far:

Using our mapping rules, the following nine rela-
tions are generated to map the given BioPAX frag-
ment: To make the schema in Figure 2 easier to un-
derstand, we use light-grey boxes for relations that
represent classes, dark-grey boxes for relations repre-
senting properties, thick arrows to illustrate foreign

6As literals are not OWL classes, datatype and object prop-
erties are disjoint in OWL DL – in contrast to OWL Full.

<owl:Class rdf:about="#entity"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#utilityClass"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#interaction">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#entity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#pathway"/>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#entity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#physicalEntity">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#entity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#dataSource">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#utilityClass"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="SYNONYMS">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#entity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="DATA_SOURCE">

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#dataSource"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#entity"/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>

Figure 1: BioPAX cut-out.
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Figure 2: Generated Relational Schema.

keys caused by inheritance, and normal arrows for all
other types of foreign keys.

3.3 Mapping Rules for Anonymous Classes

Anonymous classes differ from named classes in the
way that they are not described by a class name (syn-
tactically represented as a URI reference) but by con-
straints placed on the class extension. The class exten-
sion refers to the set of individuals that are associated
with a given OWL class. The individuals in the class
extension are called the instances of the class (cf. [23]).

Anonymous classes are always used together with
a named class. The way they work together is
decisive for the mapping. Possibilities include the
use in rdfs:domain in object and datatype prop-
erties, in rdfs:range of object properties or in
rdfs:subClassOf as seen in the preceding subsec-
tion. As a matter of course it is possible to apply



anonymous classes nearly everywhere, where a class
description is possible (cf. [23]). In the following, we
show the basic concept of the mapping. We introduce
anonymous classes by means of rdfs:subClassOf and
rdfs:range for object properties.

The simplest kind of anonymous classes are prop-
erty restrictions. Commonly, value und cardinality
constraints are distinguished.

Rule 5: Cardinality Constraints

OWL allows cardinality constraints on the num-
ber of values a property (both datatype and ob-
ject properties) can take for a particular class. Up-
per bounds can be set using owl:maxCardinality,
owl:minCardinality sets a lower bound respectively.
A shortcut for a min and max cardinality with the
same value is owl:cardinality. It defines that the
number of values has to be exactly some number.

Cardinality constraints allow us to greatly reduce
the number of relations in the generated schema: We
include all properties with a max cardinality of 1 as an
attribute directly in the relation for the class that in-
herits the anonymous class with the restriction. These
attributes are generated corresponding to Rules 3 and
4, with datatype properties mapped to an attribute
of appropriate type, and object properties becoming a
foreign key attribute.

Furthermore, we map a minimum cardinality of 0
to a NULL constraint, and a minimum cardinality of 1
to a NOT NULL constraint. The following is an exam-
ple of a restriction on a datatype property with both
min and max cardinality set to 1. The corresponding
property is hence included as a NOT NULL attribute of
an appropriately mapped RDFS type directly in the
class’ relation.

OWL: <owl:Class rdf:about="classname ">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="property "/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"> 1
</owl:cardinality >

</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

RM: ALTER classname
ADD property map(RDF range) NOT NULL;

Max cardinalities of more than 1 are still mapped
according to Rules 3 and 4 to separate tables for the
domain and object properties, respectively. Genea
then additionally defines integrity constraints that en-
sure the corresponding min and max cardinalities. De-
pending on the capabilities of the target database sys-
tems, this can be done with either table-level CHECK
constraints or triggers.

Rule 6: Value Constraints

The second kind of constraints are value constraints.
Like property ranges, value constraints limit the
range of the property, but they apply only to the
particular class description. The value constraint
owl:allValuesFrom corresponds to the range defini-
tion for properties. It is used to describe an anony-
mous class of all individuals for which all values of the
property satisfy the specified range.

For our mapping, we suggest checking the range for
each property on the class level, on which the property
is applied the first time, and ignore later restrictions.
As discussed in the previous section, we only map the
property once, namely on the level where it is defined
first. However, it is not possible to restrict the range
without using triggers or database constraints. Only
if the property is not inherited, we can use the infor-
mation of the restriction class directly and apply the
restricted range instead of the original one.

OWL: <owl:Class rdf:about="classname ">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="class1 "/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="property "/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="class2 "/>
</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

RM: classname (
class1 id INT REFERENCES class1 ,
class2 id INT REFERENCES class2 )

The OWL value constraint owl:someValuesFrom
describes that at least one value of the property is
an instance individual of the class description or data
value in the range. To recollect the difference between
the two types of initialization, owl:someValuesFrom
is analogue to the existential quantifier of predicate
logic. As a matter of fact, it is not possible to map
this construct without special database features such
as constraints or triggers.

The last value constraint is owl:hasValue. This
constraint is a built-in OWL property that links the
anonymous class to either an individual or a data
value depending on the kind of property it restricts.
Indirectly, this corresponds to constants and can be
mapped to custom domains in the database. For
datatype properties this is very simple, because all val-
ues can be read directly from the ontology and used in
the domain. For object properties it is more compli-
cated: because we reference individuals through the
URI ID, we first have to generate the URI ID rep-
resenting the class URI, and then use it in the do-
main. However, if the property is multi-valued, only
one value for the property has to fulfil this constraint
and so only database constraints or triggers can ensure
the correctness.



The next number of anonymous classes in-
cludes owl:unionOf, owl:intersectionOf, and
owl:complementOf. These kinds of class descriptions
are usually used in description logic and correspond
to AND, OR and NOT. For space reasons, we have to
concentrate our discussion of the first two, and leave
owl:complementOf aside.

Rule 7: Union

The owl:unionOf class description defines an anony-
mous class, whose class extension contains the union of
all individuals which are members of one of the class
descriptions in the list. This is analogue to logical
disjunction. For example, in the BioPAX ontology
the property PARTICIPANTS can either be an entity,
a physicalEntityParticipant or an entity and a physi-
calEntityParticipant at the same time. We explicitly
distinguish three uses of owl:unionOf:

1. The first case is owl:unionOf together with
rdfs:domain. This is the simplest case that needs
no special consideration as it only defines where
the property is applied.

2. The next case is owl:unionOf with
rdfs:subClassOf. This can be handled by
explicitly expressing the union by a view; a
subclass then gets a foreign key to the view7.

3. The most complicated case is owl:unionOf to-
gether with rdfs:range. It is explained in more
detail in the following.

OWL: <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="property ">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="class "/>
<rdfs:range>

<owl:Class>
<owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">

<owl:Class rdf:about="classA "/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="classB "/>
...

</owl:unionOf>
</owl:Class>

</rdfs:range>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

RM: property classA (
class id INT REFERENCES class ,
classA id INT REFERENCES classA )

property classB (
class id INT REFERENCES class ,
classB id INT REFERENCES classB )

...

If the union is defined on a multi-valued object
property, we generate separate tables for each range
and set the foreign keys accordingly (see above). If
the union is defined on a single-valued property, we
include an attribute for each range class, respectively

7Not supported by the current version of Genea.

datatype directly in the classes mapped relations. Un-
fortunately, this way it is possible to define two partic-
ipants, so additional triggers have to check this fact.

Alternatively, one can also define a view as the
union of both classed’ relations (to be more specific,
it combines only the URI IDs of both classes) and set
a foreign key to this view. At a first glance, the sec-
ond option is nicer because all the discussed methods
of handling cardinality can still be applied. However,
the first method bares additional advantages in the
context of rdfs:subPropertyOf and it additionally
avoids joins.

Rule 8: Intersection

Intersections can be used like unions but have to be
seen as logical conjunction instead of logical disjunc-
tion. They are often defined indirectly by multiple use
of a construct such as rdfs:range.

OWL:<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="property ">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="class "/>
<rdfs:range>
<owl:Class>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">

<owl:Class rdf:about="classA "/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="classB "/>
...

</owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>
</rdfs:range>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

RM: property (
class id INT REFERENCES class ,
value INT REFERENCES classA ,classB ,...)

For the typical case of an object property with an
intersection in combination with rdfs:range, we pro-
pose the following mapping: The property’s relation
mapping includes a value attribute that references sev-
eral tables. Each participating class description in the
rdfs:range part is mapped as an additional foreign
key constraint on this value attribute to the corre-
sponding class’ relation. Thus the individuals have
to be members of all participating classes. Intersec-
tions in domains require a reasoning tool to identify
the properties of each class.

For a discussion of mapping rules of intersection
for datatype properties or in combination with other
RDFS constructs please see [10].

Rule 9: Functional Properties

A functional property can define a global cardinality
constraint on either datatype or object properties. It
is introduced by owl:FunctionalProperty and sets
the max cardinality for the property to 1.

OWL: <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="property ">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="owl:FunctionalProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="class1 " />



<rdfs:range rdf:resourse="class2 " />
</owl:ObjectProperty>

RM: class1 ( thing id INT REFERENCES Thing,
class2 id INT REFERENCES class2 )

We map functional properties in the same way as
properties with a max cardinality of 1 (cf. Rule 5): we
include the datatype attribute or the foreign key in the
domain’s relation. The above template demonstrates
this with a functional object property.

Rule 10: Inverse Functional Properties

An inverse functional properties defines a global car-
dinality constraint on an object property. The object
(i.e. the range) of such a property uniquely deter-
mines the subject (some individual as the domain of
the property). More formally, for an inverse functional
property P the following must hold:

∀x, y, z : (P (y, x) ∧ P (z, x)) ⇒ y = z

This corresponds to a 1 : n relationship between the
domain and the range of the inverse functional prop-
erty.

OWL: <owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:ID="P ">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="classY "/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="classX "/>

</owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>

RM: classX ( thing id INT REFERENCES Thing,
classY id INT REFERENCES classY )

In other words, the inverse of an inverse functional
property is a functional property (cf. Rule 9). Con-
sequently, we simply invert the roles of domain and
range in Rule 9: we map an inverse functional prop-
erty as a foreign key attribute included in the range
table that references the domain table.

These ten rules are the most important ones to
map OWL ontologies into a relational schema. In
particular, these are the rules that we will need to
map the benchmark ontologies in Section 4. However,
OWL provides more constructs which need rules to be
mapped, such as, e.g., Complement or Enumeration.
However, due to limited space, we refer the interested
reader to [10] for more details on how to map the re-
maining OWL constructs.

3.4 2-Phase Loading Process

In this subsection, we give a brief overview of the ac-
tual mapping process as implemented in our Genea
prototype. It consists of two phases: In Phase 1, the
ontology is mapped into a relational schema. Phase 2
loads instance data into the freshly generated schema.

Phase 1: Schema Generation

First, the ontology is analysed using an OWL infer-
ence engine (in our implementation, we use the Jena
framework [20]): all named classes and their proper-
ties are determined, including properties that are indi-
rectly defined, e.g. by using equivalences or unions; all
cardinality constraints are identified, and unions, in-
tersections, etc. on ranges are determined. Next, the
relational schema is generated: first the tables, then
indexes and foreign keys are added. In our implemen-
tation, it is configurable which parts of the schema
shall be generated or whether several depending on-
tologies shall be loaded. In a last step, code in form of
Java importer classes are generated. This generated
code will be used in Phase 2 for loading instance data
into the mapped schema.

Phase 2: Database Loading

As one result from Phase 1, Genea created a sep-
arate importer for each ontology that is also based
on the Jena ontology inference framework. Those
importers contain all necessary information to load
data described by the corresponding ontology into the
database. The importers use inference on the level of
RDF Schema. In more detail, they use Jena to deter-
mine all individuals of one class with all their prop-
erties etc., including subClass relationships. Those
individuals are then inserted into the corresponding
relations. The whole loading process is transactional:
before the insertion of a new individual, a safepoint is
generated to which the importer can rollback if an in-
dividual insertion failed; only in case of a more severe
failure, the whole loading process is aborted.

4 Evaluation

In the following, we present the results of an quantita-
tive and qualitative experimental evaluation of Genea.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We have implemented our approach in a generic OWL-
mapper tool called Genea using Java 1.5 and Jena
2.2, a framework that provides us with a rule-based
inference engine for parsing RDF, RDFS and OWL
[20]. The architecture of Genea is based on Jastor
[18], an open source mapping tool for mapping OWL
ontologies to Java classes. We are comparing the per-
formance of Genea with two existing OWL mapping
approaches:

DLDB. A schema-aware approach for mapping on-
tologies into a relational database manage-
ment system with additional capabilities for
DAML+OIL inference [13]. DLDB captures sub-
sumption relationships between classes and prop-
erties into dynamic SQL views. We modified
DLDB to run on a PostgreSQL database instead



Ski LUBM Food Wine BioPAX 1.4
# of classes 7 43 63 74 27
# of properties 18 28 4 12 49
# of single-valued datatype class properties 8 0 0 1 20
# of multi-valued datatype class properties 4 4 0 1 14
# of single-valued object class properties 5 0 0 6 9
# of multi-valued object class properties 4 28 5 7 17

Table 1: Comparison of Ontology Complexities.

of Microsoft Access, for which it was originally
developed, to allow for a fair comparison.

Sesame. A triple-store for RDFS with a PostgreSQL
back-end [3]. It consists of one central triples ta-
ble and 26 meta-data tables capturing RDFS se-
mantics such as class memberships and subclass
relationships. We used Sesame’s RDFS reposi-
tory that infers and materialises at load-time all
subsumption triples based on the OWL/RDFS
schema information.

We compare those three systems on five different,
commonly used ontologies written in OWL:

• LUBM—the Lehigh University BenchMark ontol-
ogy for OWL stores [8],

• Jastor’s Ski ontology [19],

• the W3C sample wine ontology [25],

• the W3C sample food ontology [24], and

• the BioPAX v1.4 ontology [2].

While the first four are synthetic ontologies for bench-
marking and demonstration purposes, the last ontol-
ogy, BioPAX, is a standard exchange format for rep-
resenting metabolic pathway information in bioinfor-
matics. The BioPAX ontology is of most interest for
us because Genea is intended for creating an efficient
store for metabolic pathway data.

The Ski ontology is an OWL Full ontology contain-
ing RDF constructs, hence it tests the capability of
the storage to handle OWL Full. The Wine and Food
ontologies depend heavily on each other and can serve
as test for the capability of solving the dependency
between the ontologies. Additionally, those two on-
tologies make heavy use of equivalent classes. Table 1
provides some general statistics for each ontology.

We state the number of classes and properties con-
tained in each ontology. To indicate how the properties
are applied to the classes, we count the single- and
multi-valued datatype and object properties. These
figures only include the properties which are defined
directly, not inherited ones.

Environment: All experiments are performed on a
PC with a 3 GHz Intel Pentium IV processor, 2 GByte
RAM, 120 GByte hard disk, and with Windows 2003
Server SP2 as operating system. All experiments are
run on a PostgreSQL 8.1 database with a JDBC 3
driver. Genea itself is implemented in Java and runs
on Suns JDK 1.5.0.

4.2 Comparison of Schema Complexity

First, we are interested in a general comparison of the
complexity and the quality of the generated relational
schemas. We tried to generate relational schemas for
each of the five test ontologies using Genea, DLDB,
and Sesame. Unfortunately, with DLDB it was only
possible to generate the schema for the Lehigh Uni-
versity LUBM benchmark ontology. At least for the
ski ontology, this was to be expected as DLDB can-
not handle OWL Full. However, Genea and Sesame
were capable of generating the relational schema for
all ontologies.

Genea DLDB Sesame
# of tables 76 80 27
# of foreign keys 109 0 0
# of views 0 75 0
# of indexes 141 81 37

Table 2: Schema Statistics for LUBM Ontology.

So for this comparison, we are concentrating on the
LUBM ontology. We collected statistics about the gen-
erated schemas such as the number of tables, views,
foreign keys, and indexes (cf. Table 2). These figures
can serve as indicators for the quality of the generated
schema. For example, less tables and views reduce the
complexity of the schema, while foreign keys indicate
how many constraints are mapped from the ontology
to the schema, and the number of indexes indicates
how optimized the schema is. Still all measures have to
be considered carefully. While fewer tables are in gen-
eral more scalable for larger ontologies with thousands
of classes (DLDB and Genea are limited by the maxi-
mal schema size of the underlying database), they can
also limit query performance. An additional indicator
for the quality of the schema is hence the query com-
plexity for extensional queries. This aspect of quality
is discussed later.

Table 2 shows the statistics and the results of our
experiments with the LUBM ontology. It shows that
in terms of generated tables, both Genea and DLDB
are very comparable. The reason is that LUBM’s Uni-
versity ontology does not include any cardinality con-
straints8 — one of the main optimisation possibilities
of Genea. The remaining differences between Genea
and DLDB are in the way how both approaches in-
corporate the reasoning into the schema: DLDB uses

8E.g., in LUBM a person could have more than one age...



views, Genea achieves the same with an additional
loading step. In addition, Genea captures a large num-
ber of constraints by generating corresponding foreign
key relationships. It also automatically provides an
optimised physical design by generating appropriate
indexes.

4.3 Performance of Database Loading Phase

The next phase is to generate the schema and to load
the ontology instances into the generated database.
We measured the database loading performance with
each of the three OWL stores. For the following exper-
iment, we again concentrate on the LUBM benchmark
as the only ontology being supported by all three stor-
ages. We used the data generator tool UBA version
1.7 [21, 8] to randomly and repeatable generate in-
dividual data for LUBM’s University ontology. This
produces a synthetic data set with a pre-defined num-
ber of ’Universities’, each consisting of approximately
10 MB OWL text files. We identify the data sets using
a slightly different notation as in [8]:

LUBM n: A data set that contains n universities be-
ginning at ’University0’ and that is generated us-
ing a seed value (for the random number gener-
ator) of 0; each test database has a size of circa
n× 10 MBytes.

In the following, we will refer to the database scaling
value n as ’LUBM benchmark factor’. We have built
seven test sets (LUBM1, LUBM5, LUBM10, LUBM15,
LUBM20, LUBM25 and LUBM50) that correspond to
test data sizes of 10 to 500 MBytes. We also optimised
the LUBM benchmark measuring tool, UBT version
1.1 [21], to use bulk loading and reduced its logging.
Figure 3 shows the results of the loading in seconds for
the different datasets.
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Figure 3: Database Loading Times in Seconds.

Both DLDB and Genea essentially show the same
linearly increasing loading times. Only for the last
three data sets, DLDBs performance is slightly faster
than Genea because it does not materialise the sub-
sumption relationships. Sesame is significantly slower.
It needs more than 61 hours to load the LUBM25 data
set, and as is shows an exponential loading behaviour,

we stopped further loading tests after that. These
values are consistent with [8] which reported loading
times of 46 hours for LUBM20 on a slower server. The
reason for Sesame’s slow loading times is that in these
tests, it is using an RDF-Schema repository that pre-
computes triples inferred from subsumption relation-
ships at load-time. While Genea is also precomputing
the subsumption relationships at load-time, it does so
in main memory using the generated data loader and
without need to access the already loaded data. As
shown in Figure 3, this pays off with a much better
loading performance as compare to Sesame.

4.4 Query Performance

We are finally interested in the query response times
with the three OWL stores. In the following discus-
sion, we concentrate on a subset of three queries of
the LUBM benchmark [8] as shown in Table 3. Genea

LUBM result
Query# size selectivity description

Q3 6 high property lookup
Q6 thousands low class query
Q7 59 high path query

Table 3: Benchmark Queries

provides a SPARQL query processor that translates
SPARQL queries into corresponding SQL queries9,
while the other two systems evaluated RQL versions of
the queries; Table 4 gives an overview of the different
query complexities with each OWL storage.
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Q3 3 0 0 3 9 4 0 0 27
Q6 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 4
Q7 5 1 1 6 3 5 5 0 548

Table 4: Query Complexities

It shows that Genea and DLDB need comparable
complex SQL queries, with a slight advantage for Ge-
nea, in particular on queries Q4 and Q7. The differ-
ence would have been clearer with an ontology which
makes more use of cardinality constraints (cf. Map-
ping Rule 5), but unfortunately the LUBM ontology
does not use those extensively.

There is a clear difference between the schema-
aware approaches of DLDB and Genea, and Sesame.
Sesame is a triple storage approach and therefore it
needs multiple SQL queries to retrieve the result. This

9However note that we measured the response time of just
the translated SQL queries as at the time of experiments the
SPARQL query processor was not yet finished.



shows in much more complex SQL queries, again in
particular for queries Q4 and Q7.

4.4.1 Property-lookup Queries

The first test is using a property-lookup query (Q3 —
’all the publications of a given professor’) with high
selectivity on large data sizes. The results are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Response Times of Query Q3.

Genea and Sesame10 show both a linear and even
almost constant performance for those high-selective
queries. They both benefit from the automatically
generated indexes such as an index on the URI at-
tribute on Genea’s central ’Thing’ table. DLDB shows
a much worse linear scalability because it has no sin-
gle indexes on the individual attributes of property ta-
bles; in the case of query Q3, it also accesses two views
which encapsulate the ’publication’ class-hierarchy, re-
sulting in 10 unions over all base tables with linear
complexity in the data size. Genea in contrast mate-
rialised those class subsumption relationships at load-
time and needs to access only one publications table.

4.4.2 Class-Hierarchy Queries

Next, we are interested in the performance of the three
OWL stores with class-hierarchy queries as represented
by LUBM query Q6. This query lists all members of
the Student class which is in the mid-level of the per-
son class hierarchy, and produce thousands of results.
The runtime results are shown in Figure 5.

All three approaches show again a linear query re-
sponse time. However, Genea shows a much better
scalability than DLDB and Sesame, whose response
times are now very similar. In this case, the query
costs are dominated by the determination of class
membership and the joins with low selectivity (the
query does not have any filter predicate), and hence
indexes are not the main performance factor. Genea
mainly benefits from its materialised subsumption hi-
erarchy, while DLDB again needs to union several ta-
bles before joining with its ’url index’ table.

10Due to the exponential loading times, we evaluated Sesame
only up to LUBM25. The trends should become clear though.
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Figure 5: Response Times of Query Q6.

4.4.3 Complex Path Queries

Finally, we compare the three approaches with a com-
plex ’path’ query. Query Q7 determines all students
who take a course of a certain professor. This query
includes a filter predicate on an URI and several joins
(cf. Table 4) and with DLDB also several union oper-
ations; Sesame as triple store produces a large number
of individual small queries.
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Figure 6: Response Times of Complex Queries Q7.

The results, as shown in Figure 6, reflect these dif-
ferent query complexities. Genea shows reasonably
good response times below 60 milliseconds even for the
largest test database. The filter predicates enable it to
make effective use of the index on the URI attribute of
the Thing table. DLDB is again much slower, showing
a much worse scalability and response times of sev-
eral seconds for query Q7. The main reason is that
DLDB needs more complex queries in order to expand
the views that encapsulate the accessed class hierar-
chies (student and professor). The triple store solution
Sesame requires a lot of small queries to produce the
result. But it actually has a better scalability than
DLDB for query Q7, where it consequently outper-
forms DLDB for larger data sets.

5 Summary and Conclusions

We have developed a set of mapping rules to transform
ontologies specified in the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) into efficient relational database schemas. Our
approach materialises a part of the logical inference of



an ontology directly into the relational schema. Most
prominently, it evaluates the semantic constraints
specified in an ontology to minimise the number of
generated tables, and to automatically generate ap-
propriate foreign keys and indexes.

Using the Genea OWL-mapper, our prototypical
implementation of the suggested rules, we demon-
strated that our approach is applicable for a wide range
of ontologies — both synthetically generated and real-
world ontologies. In particular, we were able to map
the real-world example of the BioPAX ontology tak-
ing full advantage of the broad range of the cardinality
constraints used in that specification.

We compared the performance of our approach with
two other OWL and RDF stores, DLDB and Sesame,
using the LUBM University benchmark. It showed
that for extensional queries, a schema-aware approach
to mapping OWL into a relational database can pro-
vide better performance than pure RDF triple stores.
This finding is consistent with [22], although our re-
sults show that indexes and materialisation are es-
sential. In most cases, Genea showed the best query
performance and scalability; in particular, it outper-
formed DLDB because of its automatically generated
indexes, and because it materialises subsumption rela-
tionships during load-time.

This materialisation is also done by the RDFS
triple store which however showed the by far slowest
database loading times with exponential slow-down.
Its querying performance however was mixed: For sim-
ple queries with high selectivity, the triple store per-
formed well and sometimes as fast as Genea. However,
for complex queries or queries with low selectivity, it
provided far slower querying times than Genea.
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